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Motivation & Background:
Merit Order of Storages (MOS) 2030
Storage
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Motivation & Background:
Functional storage – systemic point of view
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Motivation & Background:
cost perspective vs. stakeholder perspective

Welfare / Cost-Perspective

Stakeholders’ Perspective

Which system infrastructure is most

Which system infrastructure will

favorable under given framework

emerge under given framework

conditions from a cost perspective for

conditions from stakeholders’

the electricity supply system?

perspective?

Energy System Infrastructure

Energy System Infrastructure: power plants, grid, storage
Framework defined by e.g.: CO2-aims, RES-expansion
Business point of view: revenue and contribution margin
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Methodical Approach:
Different optimization runs
Expansion
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Stakeholder

Operation

System

System

Stakeholder

Run V1
Systemic Optimum
What is the minimum cost solution
for operation and expansion of
storage technologies?

Run V2

Run V3

Optimal Operation
Stakeholder

Stakeholder Optimum

How does the operation of
stakeholders from V1 change,
when fees and taxes are taken into
account?

Which expansion and operation of
storages result from a stakeholder‘s
point of view?

This approach was developped in: PHD-Thesis Pellinger & Project MOS2030

Scenario Data:
Assumptions demand response and additional costs
Additional costs (*)
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Costs in €/MWh

Demand response in households:
 Share (0…1) of original load curve
can be operated flexible
 Demand curve must always be
maintained
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Demand side management in industry:
 Load shifting:
 2180 MW Germany and Austria
 4 times/day and 35 times/year
 Maximum operation: 4 hours




Production downtimes
Cross-sectoral applications:
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1580 MW Germany and Austria
Down- and uptimes of auxiliaries
1 time/12 hours, 500 times/year
Availability: 6600 h/a





No additional consumption for
functional storages like demand
side management
Highest fees and taxes for final
consumers

(*) Based on recent fees and taxes: EEG §37 Abs. 4, §9a StromStG, §12 Abs. 1 Nr. 2 StromStV

Results:
Installed power of storages
15

Installed power in GW

System optimum expansion (V1&V2)
Stakeholder optimum expansion (V3)
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0
pumped storage flex. heat pump
(existing)

flex. night st.
heater

System optimum (V1):
 No conventional storage is installed
additionaly
 Power to heat is the most promising
technology

dsm el.int.ind.

dsm cross-sect.

p2h public

p2h industry

Stakeholder optimum (V3):
 No power to heat is installed
additionally
 Demand response in households is
the most promising technology

Demand side management in industry is always completely expended.
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Interest loanfor expansion is assumed 7%.

Results:
Full load hours of storages
2.000

Full load hours in h

System optimum (V1)
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Stakeholder optimum operation (V2)

Stakeholder optimum (V3)
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pumped storage flex. heat pump
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flex. night st.
heater
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p2h public

p2h industry

Pumped storages run less frequently when considering additional costs (V2, V3)
Demand side management in industry is always used at full potential
Power to heat is not an economic substition with fees and taxes (V1 vs. V2)
Demand response in households is installed and used in stakeholder optimal
expansion and operation (V3)

Conclusion
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Fees and taxes lead to higher overall costs
(V2: 885 million €/a, V3: 770 million €/a)



Recent cost regulation leads to a non cost optimal storage infrastructure



Installed and depreciated pump storage units could run profitably in 2030



No conventional storage technology is expanded in 2030



Demand side management in industries is installed in all optimization runs
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